
Zack Lim, managing director of Zacklim Group of companies, is the go 
to man for technical issues and problems applying to concrete.

 - Passionate in concrete and construction.
 - Over 30 years industry experience both as main
   contractor and now super flat floor specialist.
 - Two terms as ACI-KL (American Concrete Institute-
   Kuala Lumpur President 2012-2016).
 - Founding member of concrete floors Asia (CFA).
 - Vice President of Concrete Society of Malaysia (CSM).
 - Principle of Academy of Concrete Technology Sdn
   Bhd(A0CT).
 - Seminars and training upholding good concrete practices.
 - Enhancing the knowledge of modern concrete
   technology throughout Asia.

Zack realizes through his vast experiences that being in control of your 
concrete application is key to good concrete practice. In addition to 
Zack having the skills and knowledge to competently install the highest 
quality concrete, with a Cemen Tech concrete mixer he can ensure 
you have the precise mix and exact amount of concrete every time. He 
can provide fresh concrete delivery onsite with each pour as well as 
provide a printed record of exactly what has gone into the mix because 
of Cemen Tech’s state-of-the-art engineering and innovative volumetric 
technology.

“Our Cemen Tech mobile concrete mixer with volumetric technology 
helps us meet our customers’ increasing expectations enabling us 
to deliver on demand quality concrete. No more waiting around for 
concrete deliveries from batch plants, or having workers idle until our 
concrete order has been dispatched to us when they finally have a slot 
for our order. No wait, no waste.

Not only can we increase our proficiency with a Cemen Tech mobile 
concrete mixer in our business, it also opens up a variety of other 
profitable options to us by supplying concrete to other contractors 
facing the same problems such as pre casters, imprinters and 
pervious concrete contractors to name a few. We look forward to a 
working relationship with EZEECRETE SDN BHD and Cemen Tech,” 
stated Zack Lim.
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Zack Lim with his new Cemen Tech mobile 
concrete mixer purchased from EZEECRETE.
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Mobile & Stationary Concrete Mixer Manufacturer

A global leader with the most innovative engineering and volumetric 
technology available for the concrete industry. 

Distributor EZEECRETE SDN BHD Sells First Mobile Mixer 
Based in Malaysia, EZEECRETE welcomes Mr. Zack Lim Eng Hock as their 

first customer to purchase a Cemen Tech mobile concrete mixer. 


